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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1705124A1] During the forming stage of the bottle in the special mould parts, first linear ribs (2), in relief outwards, parallel with each
other, symmetrically arranged and with a curved external profile (102), are obtained on the bottom (301), raised and with the form of a spherical cap
of the bottle itself, these ribs being, for example, five in number, or in another preferably odd number, in such a way that one of these is located on
the centreline of the bottom of the bottle and these ribs are oriented perpendicularly compared with the ideal vertical plane on which the crushed part
(101') of the top sprue (101) of the bottle lies. During the same forming stage as that of said first ribs (2), perpendicularly to these and at least on the
centreline of the bottle's bottom, at least one second rib (3) is obtained, adjacent to and aligned with the bottom sprue of the bottle itself and which is
composed of a bottom part (103) in contact with the bottom of the bottle, which intersects with and is fixed to said first ribs (2) and which protrudes
with short sections (103') from the outer ones of the first ribs (2) themselves, and this second rib (3) comprises on said bottom part (103) and along
the entire length, a median ridge (203) with limited thickness, with stiffening and heat dispersion functions. The bottom support edge (401', 401")
of the bottle itself, which is connected externally with appropriate rounding to the contiguous side wall (701', 701"), is connected internally with the
raised and arched bottom (301', 301") of the bottle itself, with an inclined edge (901', 901 ") whose generatrix forms an angle (±, ±', ±") between 90°
and 40°, and between about 53° and 48° in particular, with the horizontal.
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